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L3 PT Workbook 

1. Explain why it is important for clients to understand the advantages of personal training

2. Explain why it is important for a personal trainer to work together with clients to agree goals, objectives, programmes and 
adaptations 
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3. Explain the importance of long-term behaviour change in developing client fitness

4  Explain how to ensure clients commit themselves to long-term change 
Learner guidance: please give examples
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5 Explain the principles of informed consent 

6 Explain why informed consent should be obtained before collecting information for a personal training 
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7. Summarise the client information that should be collected when designing a personal training programme to include:

8 Explain how to select the most appropriate methods of collecting client information according to client need 

Learner guidance: please give examples of when you will use certain methods of collecting information
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9 Explain the legal and ethical implications of collecting client information, including confidentiality 

10 Explain how to interpret information collected from the client in order to identify client needs and goals 

Learner guidance: give examples of collecting information and identifying client goals
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11 Explain how to analyse client responses to the Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire (PAR-Q) 

12 Describe the types of medical conditions that will prevent personal trainers from working with a client unless they have 
specialist training and qualifications  
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13 Explain how and when personal trainers should refer clients to another professional 

PASS/REFER 
Assessor Name:   

Assessor Feedback 
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Collecting client information 

Name 

Age 

Height 

Weight 

Fat % 

Waist 

Posture and Alignment 

Functional Ability 

Date 

What do you want to achieve and why? 

How much time per session/week do you have? 

(describe client's posture)

(describe clients 
movement patterns)
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Do you have any barriers to exercise, or anything else that may stop you from training? 

How can we overcome these? 

What is your current training regime? 

What are your favourite and least favourite exercises? 
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Describe your typical diet, also including drinks 

Day Breakfast & Snacks Lunch & Snacks Dinner & Snacks 
Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Sunday 

What would you like to achieve with your diet? 
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Identify two credible sources of nutrition information that will help your client achieve their goals, and explain how you client 
will use each of the. 

From analysing your client’s food diary, what changes would you suggest they make to meet their nutritional needs and goals? 
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Level 3 Personal Training SMART Goals 

Exercise 

The Short-term SMART Goal (One Sentence) 

 SPECIFIC 
(please provide a starting point 
and an ending point)

 MEASURABLE 
(what would you use to measure
the goal)

ACHIEVEABLE 
(what experiences suggest that 
the goal is achievable)

 REALISTIC 
(what resources are available to 
help achieve the goal)

 TIMEBOUND 

(please provide start and 
end date)
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Level 3 Personal Training SMART Goals 

Exercise 

The Medium-term SMART Goal (One Sentence) 

SPECIFIC 

MEASURABLE 

ACHIEVEABLE 

REALISTIC 

TIMEBOUND 
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Level 3 Personal Training SMART Goals 

Exercise 

The Long-term SMART Goal (One Sentence) 

SPECIFIC 

MEASURABLE 

ACHIEVEABLE 

REALISTIC 

TIMEBOUND 
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Based on the information gained form the clients food diary, what nutritional goals have you agreed 

upon and are they applicable to the national guidelines? 

The Short-term SMART Goal (One Sentence) 

SPECIFIC 

MEASURABLE 

ACHIEVEABLE 

REALISTIC 

TIMEBOUND 

eg. food diary or interview

Level 3 Personal Training SMART Goals 

Nutrition 
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Level 3 Personal Training SMART Goals 

Nutrition 

The Medium-term SMART Goal (One Sentence) 

SPECIFIC 

MEASURABLE 

ACHIEVEABLE 

REALISTIC 

TIMEBOUND 

eg. food diary or interview
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Level 3 Personal Training SMART Goals 

Nutrition 

The Long-term SMART Goal (One Sentence) 

SPECIFIC 

MEASURABLE 

ACHIEVEABLE 

REALISTIC 

TIMEBOUND 

eg. food diary or interview
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8 Week Overview 

Month 1 Cardiovascular method 1: 

Resistance method 1: 

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 

F 

I 

T 

T 

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 

F 

I 

T 

T 

Learner guidance: 
- Please use a linear form of periodisation
- Only 1 variable needs to be increased per week
- Use RPE to monitor intensity for CV and core exercises.
Show a range of RPE when necessary
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Resistance method 2: 

Core Exercise 1: 

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 

F 

I 

T 

T 

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 

F 

I 

T 

T 
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Month 2 Cardiovascular method 2: 

Resistance method 3: 

Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 

F 

I 

T 

T 

Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 

F 

I 

T 

T 
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Resistance method 4: 

Core Exercise 2: 

Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 

F 

I 

T 

T 

Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 

F 

I 

T 

T 
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PASS/REFER 
Assessor Name: 

Feedback 
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Programme Card 1 

Client name  Instructor 

Duty first aider  Nearest telephone 

Location of first aid kit 

Safety checks 

Warm up CV 
Equipment  Time  Intensity/RPE Teaching Points

1‐2 mins 

2‐3 mins 

3‐4 mins 

4‐5 mins 

Warm up stretches 

Exercise name  Reps/Time held Dynamic/static Teaching Points
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CV Training Approach 1 
Equipment  Time  Intensity/RPE Teaching Points

Resistance Training Approaches 
Training Approach/Exercises  Rest time  Sets/Reps  Teaching Points 
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Core training 
Exercise/Equipment/training 
system 

Rest time  Sets/Reps  Teaching Points 

Cool down CV 
Equipment  Time  Intensity/RPE Teaching Points

1‐2 mins 

2‐3 mins 

3‐4 mins 

4‐5 mins 

Cool down Stretches 
Muscle group  Time held  Developmental 

/maintenance
Teaching Points
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Programme Card 2 

Client name  Instructor 

Duty first aider  Nearest telephone 

Location of first aid kit 

Safety checks 

Warm up CV 
Equipment  Time  Intensity/RPE Teaching Points

1‐2 mins 

2‐3 mins 

3‐4 mins 

4‐5 mins 

Warm up stretches 

Exercise name  Reps/Time held Dynamic/static Teaching Points
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CV Training Approach 2 
Equipment  Time  Intensity/RPE Teaching Points

Resistance Training Approaches 
Training Approach/Exercises  Rest time  Sets/Reps  Teaching Points 
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Core training 
Exercise/Equipment/training 
system 

Rest time  Sets/Reps  Teaching Points 

Cool down CV 
Equipment  Time  Intensity/RPE  Teaching Points 

1‐2 mins 

2‐3 mins 

3‐4 mins 

4‐5 mins 

Cool down Stretches 
Muscle groups  Time held  Developmental/ 

maintenance
Teaching Points
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Has your client achieved their short term Nutrition goal? How have you monitored whether they have achieved it? You 
need to evaluate and review whether your client has achieved them. 

Review short term exercise goal with your client, taking into account any change in circumstances. This should occur two 
weeks into your programme. 

Learner Guidance: Short term exercise goal is four weeks long. 

Review medium term exercise goal with your client, taking into account any change in circumstances. This should occur six 
weeks into your programme. 

Learner Guidance: Medium term exercise goal is eight weeks long.

Learner guidance: please complete the next section as if you have been 
training your client aiming to reach their exercise and nutrition goals
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Review long term exercise goal with your client, taking into account any change in circumstances. This should occur ten 
weeks into your programme. 

Learner Guidance: Long term exercise goal is twelve weeks long. 
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PARQ

The PARQ (Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire) is designed to determine whether exercise is safe for you at this 
moment in time. 

Please answer the following questions YES or NO. 

Has your doctor ever said you have heart trouble? Yes No 

Do you frequently have pains in your heart and chest? Yes No 

Do you ever often feel faint or have spells of dizziness? Yes No 

Has a doctor ever said your blood pressure was too high? Yes No 

Has a doctor ever told you that you have a bone or joint problem that might get worse with exercise? Yes No 

Are you on any prescribed medication for blood pressure or a heart condition? Yes No 

If you have accurately answered NO to all questions you are cleared to start a graduated exercise programme. 

If you have answered YES to any questions talk with your doctor before you exercise. 

Name 

Signature 

Date 
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Level 3 summative assessment 

Preparing and introducing the session 
Welcomed the client to the session 

Indicated the location of the gym’s emergency exits 

Ensured PARQ and verbal screening is completed 

Gave an overview of what the session will involve 

Explained the effort required to effectively execute the 
exercises 

33



Key: Competent mark a tick. Competent with a comment mark a bullet point. Not competent mark a R  Two ‘Rs’ in any horizontal row = Referral. Four‘Rs’ in the assessment grid = Referral. 

Exercise used 
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Training Approach 

1 Gave technically correct 
demonstrations and explanations 

2 Explained training approach to client 

3 Explained how training approach meets 
clients needs 

4 Adopted appropriate teaching positions 

5 Adapted exercises to suit client’s needs 

6 Offered alternative exercises if 
necessary 

7 Reinforced teaching points and 
provided feedback 

8 Gained feedback from client 

9 Monitored intensity 

10 Correct lifting and passing technique 
used when necessary 

11 Exercise conducted in a timely manner 

12 Provide motivation/encouragement 
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PASS/REFER 
Assessor Name:  Date: 

Ending the session 
12 Gave constructive feedback to the 

client based on their performance 
13 Gained feedback from the client as to 

how well their goals were met and 
how effective the planned activities 
were 

14 Gained feedback from the client as to 
how effective the motivational and 
instructional styles were 

15 Checked that the environment and 
equipment was left in good order 
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Criteria: 
Delivering session 

Assessor feedback 

36
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Self-evaluation following the summative assessment 

Feedback from your client 

Describe how you met the client’s expectations 
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How effective was the session? 

How can you improve? 
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PASS/REFER
Assessor Name:  

Assessor Feedback 
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Educate Fitness Appeals and Complaints Procedure 

Your Teaching and Learning Mentor will provide you with help and advice with regard to the requirements of your award. 
This may take the form of giving you assignments and/or activities to check your understanding. The training that you receive 
will be individually planned to suit your needs. 

We hope that all feedback given to you will be constructive and clear and will encourage you to complete the work for your 
award as effectively as possible. 

If you are not happy with any aspect of your programme we will do our best to help you deal with the issue. This may mean 
talking to your Teaching and Learning Mentor on your behalf to help overcome the problem. 

Your Teaching and Learning Mentor will do their best to support you, however we do appreciate that there may be times 
that issues arise that you would prefer not to discuss with your Teaching and Learning Mentor. 
If for any reason you disagree with a decision made by your Teaching and Learning Mentor you have the right to appeal that 
decision. How to do this is written below. 

What you can do if you don’t agree with your Teaching and Learning Mentor’s decision 

If you feel that you have been unfairly treated or you do not agree with an assessment decision that has been made you 
should follow the procedure below: 

• You should express your concerns directly to your Teaching and Learning Mentor, stating what the problem is so
that the Teaching and Learning Mentor can explain their decision to you. 

• If an agreement cannot be reached, you can arrange to discuss the issue with your Internal Verifier.
• If an agreement cannot be reached at this stage you should contact the Lead Internal Verifier in order to reach an

agreement.
• If you decide you want to appeal the assessment decision you have the right to do so but your appeal must be

emailed to:sam@educatefitness.co.uk - Your appeal must be received within 5 days of the assessment 
decision.

41
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	undefined: It is important for clients to understand the advantages of personal training as personal training is a form of direct guidance which involves exercise screening, setting goals and educating a person about health in general. After an initial consultation, the trainer formulates an exercise plan which tests the body, tailored to a clients specific needs. The trainer can give advice on correct ways to lift, and can show exercises that help the client to reach their aims and objectives. The personal trainer also helps to motivate, helping to fulfill the clients potential.
	adaptations: It is important for a personal trainer to work together with clients to agree goals, objectives, programmes and adaptations as it is good practice to let the individual contribute to the formation of the goals. Psychological evidence suggests that people do not react well to restrictions being placed on them. They are more likely to resist if they are constantly harassed with instructions and orders. By helping to develop the goals, the client is much more likely to be committed to completing each one. This will also assist in promoting their own strategy for motivation and compliance.
	undefined_2: Long-term behavior change is of importance in developing client fitness as it is key to breaking unhealthy habits and creating healthy ones.
	4 Explain how to ensure clients commit themselves to longterm change: There are three factors to consider to ensure clients commit themselves to long term change, these are- 1 Personal or individual: Beliefs, knowledge, attitudes, skills and genetics. 2 Social: Interaction with other people including friends, family and the community. 3 Environmental: The area in which a person lives, e.g. school, shops, place of employment, other factors including the economy (such as prices) and technology.  Taking into consideration and implementing all three factors will be most effective at bringing about change in behaviour long-term. 
	undefined_3: As part of health screening, it is a legal requirement to obtain client consent prior to fitness testing and exercising. However, it should only be obtained by the personal trainer after they have made the client aware of facts, implications, and future consequences of participating in an exercise programme. Informed consent should be given verbally by the client after the personal trainer has explained the procedures and risks. The consent form should also be filled in and kept on file with the other health screening documents.
	6 Explain why informed consent should be obtained before collecting information for a personal training: Informed consent should be obtained before collecting information for a personal training as it is a legal requirement.  It is a legal requirement to ensure that clients have consented to any form of exercise after being made aware of the nature of the activities they are about to undergo and any associated risks involved. For a clients consent to be valid, the client must be considered competent and consent must be given willingly. 
	7 Summarise the client information that should be collected when designing a personal training programme to include: The client information that should be collected when designing a personal training programme to include: Physical profile, Reasons for seeking personal training, Current fitness level, Past experience, Personal likes and dislikes, Eating habits and lifestyle choices, Family situation, Financial circumstances, and Time constraints.



  


	8 Explain how to select the most appropriate methods of collecting client information according to client need: By screening the client, this could be via completion of a PARQ form, followed by a series of assessments in the following areas: Body composition to get an idea of the clients BMI, methods to assess body weight could be calibrated scales whilst removing heavy clothing and shoes, whist methods to assess body height could be by calibrating  measurement equipment, whilst removing shoes and standing tall measuring to the highest point of the head, then using the BMI equation- weight in kg divided by height in meters. Circumferential measurements, Skinfold testing, also known as calliper testing,  Bioelectrical impedance analysis is another method for measuring body composition.  Blood pressure assessment, To take blood pressure manually, a device known as a sphygmomanometer will be used. This typically includes a stethoscope, an arm cuff, pump and dial, although nowadays some automatic devices use sensors as well as digital displays. Blood pressure can also be measured using a digital blood pressure monitor. Cardiorespiratory fitness, There are several tests that can assess including:

Rockport walking test
1.5 mile run test
12 minutes run/walk test
Cycle ergometer test
YMCA step test
	undefined_4: Personal trainers are bound by REPs code of ethical conduct relating to the public as well as groups of people with special requirements. they will also come across some confidential information relating to their client from personal details, to medical conditions and family matters. Instructors are duty-bound to keep client information confidential at all times.
	undefined_5: Examples of interpreting information from the client in order to identify client needs and goals could be-
1. analysing food diarys to identify clients requirements  to increase or decrease calorie intake and meet neccesary macro/micro nutrient requirements.
2. analysing a training log to look at frequency, duration and strength to identify areas which require more attention to strength or endurance.
3. verbal screening, asking questions such as how the clients reactions are to intensity, suptly asking about the clients lifestyle such as weekend trends, if any habits such as excessive alcohol consumption.
4. use of specialised scales, eg buetoothed to my phone which can give estimates of body weight, body fat, muscle mass, viscular fat etc which can easily be recorded in a graph format to show trends.
5. take various body fat readings from calibres.
6. take various tape measurements over a variety of body areas.
7. performing a talk test whilst performing physical activity to identify if meeting the required intensity.
8. asking the cients the RPE or CR10 scale whilst performing physical activity to assess if intensity requirements are being met along with current fitness levels.
	11 Explain how to analyse client responses to the Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire PARQ: Personal trainers must ensure that all clients fill out a Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire along with verbal screening confirming that they are fit to exercise. If they answer “YES” to any of the questions they must get their doctors consent before participating in any physical activities.
	specialist training and qualifications: The following types of medical conditions will prevent personal trainers from working with a client unless they have specialist training and qualifications- 

Any metabolic, pulmonary or cardiovascular disease is diagnosed or if such symptoms are shown.

There is high blood pressure, person is a smoker and if there is a positive family history of CHD.

Any sign of minor injury such as a sprain.
	undefined_6: Personal trainers should refer clients to another professional after completion of PARQ and verbal screening raises any issues which would be out of the scope of the personal trainers qualification, knowledge and experience.
	Assessor Name: 
	Page 9 of 41: 
	Name_2: NAOISE FOX
	Age: 28 YEARS OLD
	Height: 163 CM
	Weight: 41.7 KG
	Fat: 15.5%
	Waist: 24"
	Posture and Alignment: CLIENT HAS SLIGHT KYPHOSIS OF THE UPPER BACK.
	Functional Ability: CLIENT HAS FULL FUNCTIONAL ABILITY.
	Date_3: 18/05/2021
	What do you want to achieve and why: The client wishes to achieve increase in strength and general fitness, as she feels that she is under a healthy weight (BMI), and due to her sedetary lifestyle she feels she is lacking in strength and general cardiovascular fitness, readings show a very low BMI 15.9 so I would like to increase her overall body weight, although she has a healthy body fat at 15.5% I wouldnt want this to drop any lower though I would like to increase her current muscle mass which is very low at 33.1kg.
	How much time per sessionweek do you have: The client has time to attend 3 sessions a week, before or immediately after her working day.
	undefined_7: The client has no barriers as such other than her current physical fitness condition and current eating habits which I believe are restricting the clients energy levels due to lack of essential macro/micro nutrients, and generally to low consumption of calories.
	How can we overcome these: We can overcome this by gradually increasing the intensity of the given training plan through mainly strength training via progressive overload as part of a periodised programme to improve her current physical condition by increasing muscle mass, whilst monitoring diet via a food diary and appropriately increasing calorie intake to insure a calorie surplus and insure essential macro/micro nutrition is being meet to support energy requirements to build muscle mass.
	What is your current training regime: The client currently has no training regime outside her work as a dental nurse which entails lengthy perods of time standing on her feet, other than that she would lead a very sedetary lifestyle.
	undefined_8: In the past the client has participated in the odd gym class, and found that she enjoyed body pump classes, and spin classes, but didnt enjoy running of any description.
	Day: 
	Breakfast  SnacksMonday: 1 x Weetabix GO breakfast drink.
1 x cup of tea 3 sugars.

	Lunch  SnacksMonday: 1 x small gravy chip.
1 x bottle of lucozade

	Dinner  SnacksMonday: 1 x cup of tea 3 sugars with a chocolate bar.
1 x small potion of mince and potatoes.
1 x half a ham, cheese and coleslaw white bread sandwich.
1 x cup of tea with 3 sugars and a  chocolate bar.

	Breakfast  SnacksTuesday: 1 x Weetabix GO breakfast drink.
1 x cup of tea 3 sugars.

	Lunch  SnacksTuesday: 1 x small mcdonalds happy meal- cheese burger with fries and a fanta orange drink.
1 x cup of tea 3 sugars with a chocolate dime bar.
	Dinner  SnacksTuesday: 1 x small portion of homemade spagetti bolognese with grated cheese a a slice of white garlic baquette.
1 x toasted ham and cheese sandwich.
1 x cup of tea with 3 sugars with a turkish delight chocolate bar.
	Breakfast  SnacksWednesday: 1 x Weetabix GO breakfast drink.
1 x cup of tea 3 sugars.

	Lunch  SnacksWednesday: 1 x small gravy chip.
1 x bottle of lucozade
1 x cup of tea 3 sugars 
	Dinner  SnacksWednesday: 1 x small sirloin steak with potato dauphiaise.
1 x cup of tea with 3 sugars.
1 x bag of haribo jelly sweets.
1 x turkish delight chocoate bar
	Breakfast  SnacksThursday: 1 x Weetabix GO breakfast drink.
1 x cup of tea 3 sugars.
	Lunch  SnacksThursday: 1 x shop bought chicken with coleslaw white bread sandwich.
1 x bottle of lucozade
1 x cup of tea 3 sugars 
	Dinner  SnacksThursday: 1 x small portion of shop bought lasagne with a small chip from the take away.
1 x small bowl of coco pops with full fat milk.
	Breakfast  SnacksFriday: 1 x Weetabix GO breakfast drink.
1 x cup of tea 3 sugars.
	Lunch  SnacksFriday: 1 x small mcdonalds happy meal- chicken nuggets with fries and a fanta orange drink.

	Dinner  SnacksFriday: 1 x kids pizza with chips and a can of fanta orange from a take away.
	Breakfast  SnacksSaturday: 1 x cup of tea 3 sugars.
	Lunch  SnacksSaturday: 1 x grilled sourdough bread grilled cheese and salami sandwich.
1 x bottle of lucozade. 
	Dinner  SnacksSaturday: 1 x half a honey chili crispy chicken chinese take away with fried rice.
1 x glass of red wine.
	Breakfast  SnacksSunday: 1 x cup of tea 3 sugars.
	Lunch  SnacksSunday: 1 x white bread toasted bacon sandwich.
1 x cup of tea 3 sugars
	Dinner  SnacksSunday: 1 x small homemade roast beef and vegetables dinner..
1 x bottle of lucozade.
1 x bag of jely haribo sweets.
1 x bag of bacon fries crisps.
1 x turkish delight chocolate bar.
	undefined_9: The client would like to increase her total bodyweight thus her BMI, concentrating on increasing muscle mass, and increase her energy levels and general wellbeing through her diet.
	will use each of the: One credible source of nutritional information are Reference intakes (RIs) which are a form of guidance from the NHS which are printed on food labels. They provide helpful information about the amount of energy a typical person may need, as well as provide helpful advice on how well a specific nutrient adjusts to a daily eating plan. Reference intakes have been worked out using the estimated level of daily nutrition and energy required for a healthy and proportionate diet and the client should match if not succeed this guidance in order to increase body weight.
	undefined_10: Another credible source of nutritional information is The ‘Eatwell Guide’which is produced by the FSA, this gives a graphical representation of the proportions of food that should be taken to meet a basic level of nutritional health amongst most of the population and the client should follow this advise to enable a diet to support the clients health and fitness goals and a healthy body weight.
	From analysing your clients food diary what changes would you suggest they make to meet their nutritional needs and goals: From analysing my clients food diary the first thing I noticed was the lack of calories consumed in general and meal frequency, along with the lack of fruit and vegetabes in her diet so the first change I would suggest would be to increase calorie intake amd introduce more fruit and vegetetables. Secondly I noticed alot of junk food snacking of crisps, sweets, high sugary fizzy drinks and quick convenience take away foods are consumed which are high in saturated fat and high sugar content, so I would replace these with  healthier alternatives. Also I noticed the lack of water being consumed, so Id suggest more water consumption. To be honest my clients complete diet needs a complete overhaul by following the Eat well guidelines to insure suffient Macronutrients and micronutrients are supplied to provide a good healthy balanced diet which can support both the daily needs and also to support an exercise regime.
	The Longterm SMART Goal One Sentence: To improve overall fitness levels, in particular muscular size and strength with the view of progressive overload through resistance training to increase overall body weight by 1kg, whilst keeping the gains in body fat to a minimum through low intensity CV training.
	SPECIFIC: Starting point - body weight 43.2 KG 
Finishing point - body weight 44.2kg

	MEASURABLE: I would make recordings of each training session weights lifted and the amount/intensity of cardio training completed by recording training information in a training diary, via my planned periodisation programme.
	ACHIEVEABLE: This is achieveable by strictly monitoring the diet and training programme  (3 days a week resistance and 2 days a week cardio training programme) and making adjustments to the diet and cardio when required from the weekly body weight recordings, and by monitoring the results of weights lifted in the resistance programme with the aim of continually achieving progressive overload to the muscle stimulius,  and following my training plan through my planned periodisation programme.
	REALISTIC: This is a realistic goal if the client strictly attends the gym 5 days a week and follows their given training programme along with a recommended diet.
	TIMEBOUND: 4 weeks
18/05/2021 - 17/06/2021
	The Mediumterm SMART Goal One Sentence: To further improve overall fitness levels, in particular muscular size and strength with the view of progressive overload through resistance training to increase overall body weight by a further 0.5kg, whilst keeping the gains in body fat to a minimum through low intensity CV training. 
	SPECIFIC_2: Starting point - body weight 44.2kg
Finishing point - body weight 44.7kg
	MEASURABLE_2: I would make a record of each training session, weights lifted and the amount/intensity of cardio training completed by recording training information in a training diary,  and following my training plan through my planned periodisation programme.
	ACHIEVEABLE_2: This is achieveable by strictly monitoring the diet and increasing the intensity o the training programme  (to 4 days a week resistance and 3 days a week cardio training programme) and making adjustments to the diet and cardio when required from the body weight recordings, and by monitoring the results of weights lifted in the resistance programme with the aim of progressive overload via my planned periodisation programme.
	REALISTIC_2: This is a realistic goal if the client strictly attends the gym 6 days a week and follows their given training programme doubling up with both the cardio and resistance training programmes on one of the days along with following the advised daily diet.
	TIMEBOUND_2: 8 weeks
18/05/2021 - 08/07/2021
	The Shortterm SMART Goal One Sentence: To further improve overall fitness levels, in particular muscular size and strength with the view of progressive overload through resistance training to increase overall body weight by a further 0.5kg, whilst keeping the gains in body fat to a minimum through low intensity CV training.
	SPECIFIC_3: Starting point - body weight 44.7kg
Finishing point - body weight 45.2kg
	MEASURABLE_3: I would use specialised electronic BF weighing scales to record body weight/body fat/BMI/and muscle mass each week on the same day, same clothes and same time. I would also record each training session weights lifted and the amount/intensity of cardio training completed by recording training information in a training diary,  and following my training plan through my planned periodisation programme.
	ACHIEVEABLE_3: This is achieveable by strictly following a given12 week hypertropy resistance and steady cardio training programme, and a strict balanced diet. Experience suggests this is achieveable by strictly monitoring the diet and increasing the intensity of training programme  (to 6 days a week resistance and 3 days a week cardio training programme) and making adjustments to the diet and cardio when required from the weekly body weight recordings, and by monitoring the results of weights lifted in the resistance programme with the aim of progressive overload, and following my training plan through my planned periodisation programme.
	REALISTIC_3: This is a realistic goal if the client strictly builds her training regime at to 6 days a week following progressive periodisation on the given 12 week hypertrophy resistance and steady state cardio training programme, whilst training along side a balanced diet which supports the bodys energy needs to cope with the 12 week programme.
	TIMEBOUND_3: 12 weeks in line with given training and nutrition plan
18/05/2021 - 05/08/2021
however I would suggest this as complete change in life style moving forward.
	The Longterm SMART Goal One Sentence_2: To increase the clients current daily calorie intake by an extra 500 calories per day with a view of increasing an energy surplus to increase total body weight by 2kg with emphasis on musclar strength and size, insuring the client follows a balanced diet, paying attention to macro ratios and food types in accordance with the eat well plate guidelines, particularly a good source of carbs, protein and healthy fats to support energy and muscular repair and growth
	SPECIFIC_4:  Starting point - body weight 43.2 KG/daily calorie intake 600kcal
Finishing point - body weight 44.2kg/daily calorie intake 1100kcal
	MEASURABLE_4: This is measurable by creating a daily food diary, regular verbal screening and I would use specialised electronic BF weighing scales to record body weight/body fat/BMI/and muscle mass each week on the same day, same clothes and same time
	ACHIEVEABLE_4: This is achieveable by following a given healthy balanced macro diet plan which will be monitored by a food diary and reqular verbal screening. From analysing the information gainied from the clients food diary we have agreed a healthy balanced diet is required along with a daily increase of calories allowing for a calorie surplus over calorie expenditure.
	REALISTIC_4: This is realistic providing the client follows the given nutritional advise of allowing a calorie surplus over calorie expenditure.
	TIMEBOUND_4: 4 weeks
18/05/2021 - 17/06/2021
	The Mediumterm SMART Goal One Sentence_2: To increase the clients revised daily calorie intake by an extra 500 calories per day with a view of increasing an energy surplus to increase total body weight by 2kg with emphasis on musclar strength and size, insuring the client follows a balanced diet, paying attention to macro ratios and food types in accordance with the eat well plate guidelines, particularly a good source of carbs, protein and healthy fats to support energy and muscular repair and growth
	SPECIFIC_5: Starting point - body weight 44.2kg/daily calorie intake 1100kcal
Finishing point - body weight 44.7kg/daily calorie intake 1600kcal
	MEASURABLE_5: This is measurable by creating a daily food diary and regular verbal screening, and I would use specialised electronic BF weighing scales to record body weight/body fat/BMI/and muscle mass each week on the same day, same clothes and same time
	ACHIEVEABLE_5: This is achieveable by following a given healthy balanced macro diet plan which will be monitored by a food diary and reqular verbal screening. From analysing the information gainied from the clients food diary we have agreed a healthy balanced diet is required along with a daily increase of calories allowing for a calorie surplus over calorie expenditure.
	REALISTIC_5: This is realistic providing the client follows the given nutritional advise of allowing a calorie surplus over calorie expenditure.
	TIMEBOUND_5: 8 weeks
18/05/2021 - 08/07/2021
	The Shortterm SMART Goal One Sentence_2: To increase the clients revised daily calorie intake by an extra 500 calories per day with a view of increasing an energy surplus to increase total body weight by 2kg with emphasis on musclar strength and size, insuring the client follows a balanced diet, paying attention to macro ratios and food types in accordance with the eat well plate guidelines, particularly a good source of carbs, protein and healthy fats to support energy and muscular repair and growth
	SPECIFIC_6: Starting point - body weight 44.7kg/daily calorie intake 1600kcal
Finishing point - body weight 45.2kg/daily calorie intake 2100kcal
	MEASURABLE_6: This is measurable by creating a daily food diary and regular verbal screening, and I would use specialised electronic BF weighing scales to record body weight/body fat/BMI/and muscle mass each week on the same day, same clothes and same time
	ACHIEVEABLE_6: This is achieveable by following a given healthy balanced macro diet plan which will be monitored by a food diary and reqular verbal screening. From analysing the information gainied from the clients food diary we have agreed a healthy balanced diet is required along with a daily increase of calories allowing for a calorie surplus over calorie expenditure.
	REALISTIC_6: This is realistic providing the client follows the given nutritional advise of allowing a calorie surplus over calorie expenditure.
	TIMEBOUND_6: 12 weeks in line with given training and nutrition plan
18/05/2021 - 05/08/2021
	Cardiovascular method 1: fartlek- treadmill
	Week 1F: 1
	Week 2F: 1
	Week 3F: 1
	Week 4F: 2
	Week 1I: RPE 4-7
	Week 2I: RPE 4-7
	Week 3I: RPE 4-7
	Week 4I: RPE 4-7
	Week 1T: 10mins
	Week 2T: 12mins
	Week 3T: 15mins
	Week 4T: 15mins
	Week 1T_2: treadmill
	Week 2T_2: treadmill
	Week 3T_2: treadmill
	Week 4T_2: treadmill
	Resistance method 1: superset -chest press  + shoulder press 
	Week 1F_2: 2
	Week 2F_2: 2
	Week 3F_2: 3
	Week 4F_2: 3
	Week 1T_3: 3 x 12 reps
rest 1min
	Week 2T_3: 3 x 12 reps
rest 1min
	Week 3T_3: 3 x 12 reps
rest 1min
	Week 4T_3: 3 x 12 reps
rest 1min
	Week 1T_4: chest press machine + shoulder press machine
	Week 2T_4: chest press machine + shoulder press machine
	Week 3T_4: chest press machine + shoulder press machine
	Week 4T_4: chest press machine + shoulder press machine
	Resistance method 2: ascending pyramids-leg press 
	Week 1F_3: 2
	Week 2F_3: 3
	Week 3F_3: 3
	Week 4F_3: 3
	Week 1T_5: 3 sets x
1st set 14 reps
REST 45 SEC
2nd set 12 reps
REST 1 MIN
3rd set 10 reps
	Week 2T_5: 3 sets x
1st set 14 reps
REST 45 SEC
2nd set 12 reps
REST 1 MIN
3rd set 10 reps
	Week 3T_5: 4 sets x
1st set 14 reps
REST 45 SEC
2nd set 12 reps
REST 1 MIN
3rd set 10 reps
REST 1.5 MIN
4th set 8 reps
	Week 4T_5: 5 sets x
1st set 14 reps
REST 45 SEC
2nd set 12 reps
REST 1 MIN
3rd set 10 reps
REST 1.5 MIN
4th set 8 reps
REST 2 MIN
5th set 6 reps
	Week 1T_6: seated leg press machine
	Week 2T_6: seated leg press machine
	Week 3T_6: seated leg press machine
	Week 4T_6: seated leg press machine
	Core Exercise 1: mountain climbers
	Week 1F_4: 2
	Week 2F_4: 2
	Week 3F_4: 3
	Week 4F_4: 3
	Week 1I_2: RPE 6
	Week 2I_2: RPE 7
	Week 3I_2: RPE 8
	Week 4I_2: RPE 8
	Week 1T_7: sets 3 x 30 seconds
rest 30 seconds
	Week 2T_7: sets 3 x 30 seconds
rest 30 seconds
	Week 3T_7: sets 3 x 30 seconds
rest 30 seconds
	Week 4T_7: sets 3 x 45 seconds
rest 30 seconds
	Week 1T_8: straight arm high plank position
	Week 2T_8: straight arm high plank position
	Week 3T_8: straight arm high plank position
	Week 4T_8: straight arm high plank position
	Cardiovascular method 2: intervals- rower
	Week 5F: 1
	Week 6F: 1
	Week 7F: 1
	Week 8F: 2
	Week 5I: RPE 4-7
	Week 6I: RPE 4-7
	Week 7I: RPE 4-7
	Week 8I: RPE 4-7
	Week 5T: 30 sec on
30 sec rest
x 10
=10 minutes
	Week 6T: 30 sec on
30 sec rest
x 12
=12 minutes
	Week 7T: 40 sec on
20 sec rest
x12
=12 minutes
	Week 8T: 40 sec on
20 sec rest
x 15
=15 minutes
	Week 5T_2: rower
	Week 6T_2: rower
	Week 7T_2: rower
	Week 8T_2: rower
	Resistance method 3: tri sets-  rope OH tricep extension +  tricep pushdown + tricep  dips
	Week 5F_2: 2
	Week 6F_2: 2
	Week 7F_2: 3
	Week 8F_2: 3
	Week 5I_2: 60% 1RM
	Week 6I_2: 65% 1RM
	Week 7I_2: 65% 1RM
	Week 8I_2: 70% 1RM
	Week 5T_3: 3 x 12 reps
rest 2 mins
	Week 6T_3: 3 x 12 reps
rest 2 mins
	Week 7T_3: 3 x 12 reps
rest 2 mins
	Week 8T_3: 3 x 12 reps
rest 2 mins
	Week 5T_4: cable bicep curl + cable tricep pushdown + tricep bench dips
	Week 6T_4: cable bicep curl + cable tricep pushdown + tricep bench dips
	Week 7T_4: cable bicep curl + cable tricep pushdown + tricep bench dips
	Week 8T_4: cable bicep curl + cable tricep pushdown + tricep bench dips
	Resistance method 4: drop sets-  Leg Extension 
	Week 5F_3: 2
	Week 6F_3: 3
	Week 7F_3: 3
	Week 8F_3: 3
	Week 5I_3: 1st set 80% - to failure
2nd set drop weight work to failure
	Week 6I_3: 1st set 80% - to failure
2nd set drop weight work to failure
	Week 7I_3: 1st set 80% - to failure
2nd set drop weight work to failure
3rd set drop weight work to failure
	Week 8I_3: 1st set 80% - to failure
2nd set drop weight work to failure
3rd set drop weight work to failure
4th set drop weight work to failure
	Week 5T_5: x 3 overall sets
2 min rest between sets
	Week 6T_5: x 3 overall sets
2 min rest between sets
	Week 7T_5: x 3 overall sets
2 min rest between sets
	Week 8T_5: x 3 overall sets
2 min rest between sets
	Week 5T_6: Seated Leg Extension machine
	Week 6T_6: Seated Leg Extension machine
	Week 7T_6: Seated Leg Extension machine
	Week 8T_6: Seated Leg Extension machine
	Core Exercise 2: commando planks
	Week 5F_4: 2
	Week 6F_4: 2
	Week 7F_4: 3
	Week 8F_4: 3
	Week 5T_7: sets 3 x 30 seconds
rest 30 seconds
	Week 6T_7: sets 3 x 30 seconds
rest 30 seconds
	Week 7T_7: sets 3 x 30 seconds
rest 30 seconds
	Week 8T_7: sets 3 x 45 seconds
rest 30 seconds
	Week 5T_8: straight arm high plank position to elbow low plank position
	Week 6T_8: straight arm high plank position to elbow low plank position
	Week 7T_8: straight arm high plank position to elbow low plank position
	Week 8T_8: straight arm high plank position to elbow low plank position
	Assessor Name_2: 
	undefined_11: 
	need to evaluate and review whether your client has achieved them: Yes my client has achieved their short term nutrition goal by adding 1kg of body weight after 2 weeks by increasing her current daily calorie intake by an extra 500 calories per day to a total of 1100 calories daily with a view of increasing an energy surplus to increase total body weight by 2kg with emphasis on musclar strength and size, this has been monitored through her keeping a detailed daily food diary insuring the client follows a balanced diet, paying attention to portion size, macro ratios and food types in accordance with the eat well plate guidelines, and adding a whey protein shake daily, after training on training days and between meals on non training days.
	Learner Guidance Short term exercise goal is four weeks long: Yes my client has achieved their short term exercise goal by improving overall fitness levels, in particular muscular size and strength through her strictly logging her workout results with the view of progressive overload through resistance training to increase her strength having increased her body weight by 1kg after 2 weeks insuring she is on course to increase overall body weight by 2kg after 4 weeks, whilst keeping the gains in body fat to a minimum through sticking to her given low intensity CV training.
	Learner Guidance Medium term exercise goal is eight weeks long: Yes my client has achieved their medium term exercise goal by improving overall fitness levels, in particular muscular size and strength through her strictly logging her workout results with the view of progressive overload through resistance training to increase her strength having increased her body weight by 3kg after 6 weeks insuring she is on course to increase overall body weight by 4kg after 8 weeks, whilst keeping the gains in body fat to a minimum through sticking to her given low intensity CV training.
	Learner Guidance Long term exercise goal is twelve weeks long: Yes my client has achieved her long term exercise goal by improving overall fitness levels, in particular muscular size and strength through her strictly logging her workout results with the view of progressive overload through resistance training to increase her strength having increased her body weight by 5kg after 10 weeks insuring she is on course to increase overall body weight by 6kg after 12 weeks, whilst keeping the gains in body fat to a minimum through sticking to her given low intensity CV training.
	Has your doctor ever said you have heart trouble: 
	Yes: 
	No: no
	Do you frequently have pains in your heart and chest: 
	Yes_2: 
	No_2: no
	Do you ever often feel faint or have spells of dizziness: 
	Yes_3: 
	No_3: no
	Has a doctor ever said your blood pressure was too high: 
	Yes_4: 
	No_4: no
	Has a doctor ever told you that you have a bone or joint problem that might get worse with exercise: 
	Yes_5: 
	No_5: no
	Are you on any prescribed medication for blood pressure or a heart condition: 
	Yes_6: 
	No_6: no
	Preparing and introducing the session: 
	Welcomed the client to the session: 
	Indicated the location of the gyms emergency exits: 
	Ensured PARQ and verbal screening is completed: 
	Gave an overview of what the session will involve: 
	Explained the effort required to effectively execute the exercises: 
	Key Competent mark a tick Not competent mark a cross Competent with a comment mark a bullet point R in for Refer Two Rs in any horizontal row  Referral: cross trainer
	Key Competent mark a tick Not competent mark a cross Competent with a comment mark a bullet point R in for Refer Two Rs in any horizontal row  ReferralRow1: 
	Exercise used: 
	undefined_12: elevated standing single leg hamstring stretch/squat to overhead swing/
	2: 
	Explained training approach to client: 
	undefined_13: 
	3: 
	Explained how training approach meets: 
	WU Stretches: 
	undefined_14:  treadmill
	undefined_15: 
	undefined_16: 
	4: 
	Adopted appropriate teaching positions: 
	undefined_17: 
	undefined_18: 
	5: 
	Adapted exercises to suit clients needs: 
	undefined_19: 
	undefined_20: 
	CV system 1: 
	undefined_21:  rower
	undefined_22: 
	undefined_23: 
	undefined_24: 
	undefined_25: 
	6: 
	undefined_26: 
	undefined_27: 
	undefined_28: 
	7: 
	undefined_29: 
	undefined_30: 
	undefined_31: 
	CV system 2: 
	undefined_32: seated chest press machine/seated shoulder press machine
	undefined_33: 
	undefined_34: 
	undefined_35: 
	undefined_36: 
	undefined_37: 
	undefined_38: 
	8: 
	Gained feedback from client: 
	undefined_39: 
	undefined_40: 
	undefined_41: 
	undefined_42: 
	9: 
	Monitored intensity: 
	undefined_43: 
	undefined_44: 
	undefined_45: 
	undefined_46: 
	RT system 1: 
	undefined_47: seated leg press
	undefined_48: OH cabletricep ext/cable tricep pushdown/bench tricep dips
	undefined_49: seated leg ext machine
	undefined_50: commando planks
	undefined_51: Lying hamstring stretch/Abdominal stretch
	Key Competent mark a tick Not competent mark a cross Competent with a comment mark a bullet point R in for Refer Two Rs in any horizontal row  ReferralRow2: 
	Training Approach: 
	undefined_52: 
	undefined_53: standing quadricep stretch/STANDING DYNAMIC PECTORAL STRETCH/DELTOIDS STRETCH/tricep stretch
	undefined_54: fartlek
	undefined_55: intervals
	undefined_56: super-set
	undefined_57: ascending pyramid
	undefined_58: TRI-SET
	undefined_59: drop sets
	undefined_60: 45 sec on/30 sec off
intervals
	undefined_61: 
	undefined_62: standing pectorial stretch/standing quadriceps stretches
	1: 
	Wup CV 1: 
	undefined_63: 
	undefined_64: 
	undefined_65: 
	undefined_66: 
	undefined_67: 
	undefined_68: 
	undefined_69: 
	undefined_70: 
	undefined_71: 
	10: 
	Correct lifting and passing technique: 
	undefined_72: 
	undefined_73: 
	undefined_74: 
	undefined_75: 
	11: 
	Exercise conducted in a timely manner: 
	undefined_76: 
	undefined_77: 
	undefined_78: 
	undefined_79: 
	undefined_80: 
	12: 
	Provide motivationencouragement: 
	undefined_81: 
	undefined_82: 
	undefined_83: 
	undefined_84: 
	undefined_85: 
	RT system 2: 
	undefined_86: 
	undefined_87: 
	undefined_88: 
	undefined_89: 
	RT system 3: 
	undefined_90: 
	undefined_91: 
	undefined_92: 
	RT system 4: 
	undefined_93: 
	undefined_94: 
	undefined_95: 
	undefined_96: 
	Core Exercise: 
	undefined_97: Upright bike
	undefined_98: 
	undefined_99: 
	undefined_100: 
	undefined_101: 
	undefined_102: 
	undefined_103: 
	undefined_104: 
	Page 35 of 41: 
	undefined_105: 
	CD CV: 
	undefined_106: 
	undefined_107: 
	undefined_108: 
	undefined_109: 
	undefined_110: 
	undefined_111: 
	CD Stretches: 
	undefined_112: 
	undefined_113: 
	undefined_114: 
	undefined_115: 
	undefined_116: 
	undefined_117: 
	undefined_118: 
	undefined_119: 
	undefined_120: 
	undefined_121: 
	undefined_122: 
	undefined_123: 
	undefined_124: 
	undefined_125: 
	undefined_126: 
	undefined_127: 
	undefined_128: 
	undefined_129: 
	undefined_130: 
	undefined_131: 
	undefined_132: 
	undefined_133: 
	undefined_134: 
	undefined_135: 
	undefined_136: 
	undefined_137: 
	undefined_138: 
	undefined_139: 
	undefined_140: 
	undefined_141: 
	undefined_142: 
	undefined_143: 
	undefined_144: 
	undefined_145: 
	undefined_146: 
	undefined_147: 
	undefined_148: 
	undefined_149: 
	undefined_150: 
	Ending the session: 
	12_2: 
	Gave constructive feedback to the client based on their performance: 
	13: 
	Gained feedback from the client as to how well their goals were met and how effective the planned activities were: 
	14: 
	Gained feedback from the client as to how effective the motivational and instructional styles were: 
	15: 
	Checked that the environment and equipment was left in good order: 
	Assessor Name_3: 
	Date_4: 
	Criteria Delivering sessionRow1: 
	Assessor feedbackRow1: 
	Feedback from your client: 
	Describe how you met the clients expectations: 
	How effective was the session: 
	undefined_151: 
	Assessor Name_4: 
	undefined_152: 
	Text1: 65% 1RM
	Text2: 65% 1RM
	Text3: 70% 1RM
	Text4: 1st set 60% 1RM
2nd set 65% 1RM
3rd set 70% 1RM
	Text5: 1st set 60% 1RM
2nd set 65% 1RM
3rd set 70% 1RM
4th set 75% 1RM
	Text6: 1st set 60% 1RM
2nd set 65% 1RM
3rd set 70% 1RM
4th set 75% 1RM
5th set 80% 1RM
	Text7: RPE 7
	Text8: RPE 8
	Text9: RPE 8
	Text10: RPE 6
	Text11: 1st set 60% 1RM
2nd set 65% 1RM
3rd set 70% 1RM
	Text12: 60% 1RM

	CV Training Approach 1: 
	Teaching PointsRow1: - insure seat is at hip level.
- insure feet are secure within pedal straps and remain so whilst pedals are in motion
- insure seated upright with neutral spine posture.
- insure core is engaged.
- rotate pedals in a pushing motion left to right foot, pushing with ball of foot.
 
	Text1951: Position the seat height to armpit level, keeping spine neutral.
	Text275: Grasp handles with a firm grip keeping wrists straight.
	Text345: Extend arms, being careful not to lock elbows.
	456: Make sure elbows are level to hands before returning to the starting position.
	Text552: Stop momentarily at the top, then gradually lower the weight, till the hands are at ear level.
	CV Training Approach 2: 
	EquipmentRow1_2: fartlek- treadmill
	TimeRow1: 2
	IntensityRPERow1: 4
	TimeRow2: 3
	IntensityRPERow2: 6
	TimeRow3: 2
	IntensityRPERow3: 5
	TimeRow4: 4
	IntensityRPERow4: 7
	TimeRow5: 2
	IntensityRPERow5: 5
	TimeRow6: 1
	IntensityRPERow6: 6
	TimeRow7: 1
	IntensityRPERow7: 4
	Teaching PointsRow1_2: - insure feet are pointing forward.
- standing upright  elevate a single straight leg oon to lowest part of the bike.
- insure upright netral spine.
- tilt forward from the hip joint and lean forward with chest towards knee gently whilst maintaing the neutral spine position.
- gently rise and repeat process on the other leg
	TimeResistance Training Approaches: 
	IntensityRPEResistance Training Approaches: 
	Teaching PointsResistance Training Approaches: 
	Training ApproachExercisesRow1: superset
1 -seated chest press machine
	Rest timeRow1: 
rest 1min
	SetsRepsRow1: 3 x 12 reps
	Text144845: regular stance, fixed elbow position hold rope behind head, flexion at the elbow joint push up rope above the head with extension at the elbow joint
	Training ApproachExercisesRow2: superset
2-seated shoulder press machine
	Rest timeRow2: 
	SetsRepsRow2: 
	Text29844: regular stance, fixed elbow position, with flexion at the elbow joint push dwn bar with extension at the elbow joint.
	Training ApproachExercisesRow3: ascending pyramids-leg press
	Rest timeRow3: 1st set 60% 1RM
2nd set 65% 1RM

	SetsRepsRow3: 5 sets x
1st set 14 reps
REST 45 SEC
2nd set 12 reps
REST 1 MIN

	Text3984365: 1 Position your hands shoulder-width apart on a secured bench or stable chair. 2 Slide your butt off the front of the bench with your legs extended out in front of you. 3 Straighten your arms, keeping a little bend in your elbows to keep tension on your triceps and off your elbow joints.
	Training ApproachExercisesRow4: Choose a suitable weight for your training and then place your feet a little more than hip-width on the footplate. Ensure a 90-degree bend at the knees and ankles. Grip the handles, keeping a neutral spine. The chest should be up and looking forward. 
	Rest timeRow4: 3rd set 70% 1RM
4th set 75% 1RM
5th set 80% 1RM
	SetsRepsRow4: 3rd set 10 reps
REST 1.5 MIN
4th set 8 reps
REST 2 MIN
5th set 6 reps
	Text4542371: Sit on a leg extension machine and place your  legs under the pad with your feet pointed forward. The pad should rest on your shins just above your feet and you will need to adjust it to suit.Grip the hand bars (if fitted) firmly. This is the start position.
	Training ApproachExercisesRow5: This will form your starting position. Using force through the heels of your feet, push through hips and knees extending the legs. Be careful not to lock out the knees. Hold this position for a moment, then go back to the starting position but without letting the weights touch each othe
	Rest timeRow5: 
	SetsRepsRow5: 3rd set drop weight work to failure
4th set drop weight work to failure
	Text5584258741: Using  only your quadriceps, fully extend your legs exhaling as you do so. Hold for a count of one.Return to the start position in a smooth movement as you inhale,.The angle at your knee should not go past 90-degrees.Repeat.
	Time: 
	EquipmentRow1: UPRIGHT BIKE
	IntensityRPE12 mins 23 mins 34 mins 45 mins: 1
	IntensityRPE12 mins 23 mins 34 mins 45 mins_4: 4
	IntensityRPE12 mins 23 mins 34 mins 45 mins_2: 2
	IntensityRPE12 mins 23 mins 34 mins 45 mins_3: 3
	Muscle groupRow1: Lying hamstring stretch. 
	Muscle groupRow2: Abdominal stretch
	Muscle groupRow3: standing pectorial stretch
	Muscle groupRow4: standing quadriceps stretches 
	Client name: NAOISE FOX
	Instructor: MARC WHITESIDE
	Duty first aider: DUTY MANAGER
	Nearest telephone: RECEPTION DESK
	Location of first aid kit: RECEPTION WALL
	Nearest telephoneLocation of first aid kit: 
	Safety checks: ALL EQUIPMENT TESTED AND CHECKED, AND TESTED OK.  ENVIRONMENT CHECKED, AND LOOKS OK.
	Warm up CV: 
	12 mins 23 mins 34 mins 45 minsWarm up stretches: 
	IntensityRPEWarm up stretches: 
	Teaching PointsWarm up stretches: 
	Exercise nameRow1: elevated standing single leg hamstring stretch
	RepsTime heldRow1: 10 sec
on each leg.
	DynamicstaticRow1: static
	Exercise nameRow2: squat to overhead swing
	RepsTime heldRow2: 10 reps
	DynamicstaticRow2: dynamic
	Exercise nameRow3: standing quadricep stretch
	RepsTime heldRow3: 10 sec
on each leg.
	DynamicstaticRow3: static
	Exercise nameRow4: STANDING DYNAMIC PECTORAL STRETCH
	RepsTime heldRow4: 10 reps
	DynamicstaticRow4: dynamic
	Exercise nameRow5: DELTOIDS STRETCH
	RepsTime heldRow5: 10 sec
on each arm
	DynamicstaticRow5: static
	Exercise nameRow6: tricep stretch
	RepsTime heldRow6: 10 sec
on each arm
	DynamicstaticRow6: static
	Core training: 
	Rest timeCool down CV: 
	SetsRepsCool down CV: 
	Teaching PointsCool down CV: 
	12 mins 23 mins 34 mins 45 minsCool down Stretches: 
	IntensityRPECool down Stretches: 
	Teaching PointsCool down Stretches: 
	Teaching PointsDevelopmental maintenance: 
	Time heldRow1: 30 sec
	Developmental maintenanceRow1: Developmental
	Time heldRow2: 10 sec
	Developmental maintenanceRow2: Maintenance
	Time heldRow3: 30 sec
	Developmental maintenanceRow3: Developmental
	Time heldRow4: 10 sec each leg
	Developmental maintenanceRow4: Maintenance
	Text13: naoise fox
	Text14: naoise fox
	Text15: 23/11/2021
	Teaching PointsRow28520: -Squat down, bending the knees, hips and ankles.
-Swing the arms down and back, lowering into the squat position.
-Make sure the chest is lifted throughout
	Teaching PointsRow3520: - insure feet are pointing forward.
- stand upright with neutral spine
- use bike to balance pull one leg back with flexion at the knee joint gently behind towards the glute.
- gently return to the standing position and repeat with the over leg.
	Teaching PointsRow48520: -Standing upright with feet hip width apart and pull arms back into a push up position.
-Push the arms forward and let the thoracic spine round slightly.
-Repeat the movement varying the retraction angle
	Teaching PointsRow545120: -standing upright, maintaining a neutral spine.
-Take the arm over to the other side of the body, holding on to the upper arm.
-Hold the stretch for 10 secs, shake arms out lightly for 10 secs and reeat on other arm.
	Teaching PointsRow654120: -standing upright, maintaining a neutral spine.
- reach hand over head with flexion at elbow joint reach towards mid upper back.
- with opposite hand gently push back the flexed elbow
- repeat process on the other arm
	Teaching PointsRow1_24202: -Position yourself at the centre of the belt and ensure you stay in the centre.

-Switch on the machine and increase the speed until you have found a good pace.

-Ensure you are always standing straight and looking forward, keeping the back in an upright and relaxed position, although at faster speeds the forward lean will become greater.

-Strike the belt with a heel-to-toe action.

-Swing the arms the way you would when jogging on the ground. The elbow should be slightly bent and kept close to the body.

-Keep the knees soft throughout.
	Teaching PointsRow1745120: straight arms, arms under shoulders.
core engaged.
extend both legs, bring one knee towards chest.
	Teaching PointsRow22154410: alternate each knee towards chest whilst extending opposite leg.
	Teaching PointsRow1_210520: Stand tall, head and up and look forward.
Keep feet flat on the plates.
Keep hips, knees and ankles in line.
Keep the knees and elbows soft.
	EquipmentRow1561220: cross trainer
	Rest timeRow18456120: rest 30 seconds
	SetsRepsRow1846512: sets 3 x 45 seconds

	ExerciseEquipmenttraining systemRow256120: 
	ExerciseEquipmenttraining systemRow125520: mountain climbers
	Teaching PointsRow1_365410: Lay down on an exercise matt facing the ceiling. ush a heel towards the ceiling with the other leg bent with foot resting flat on the floor. One hnd behind back of extended upper leg and other hand behind the extended leg calfe and gently bring the knee towards the chest until the stretch on the hamstring feels uncomfortablefor 10 sec, then alittle more for 10 sec, then a little more for the final 10sec.
	Teaching PointsRow2_25120: lay down facing the floor, raise torso of the floor resting on straight arms positioned under the shoulders.
	Teaching PointsRow348516203: pull elbows back mid chest level to stretch open the chest cavity, gently hold for 10 sec, a little more for a further 10 sec, then back as much as possible for the final 10 sec.
	Teaching PointsRow4512045100: - insure feet are pointing forward.
- stand upright with neutral spine
- use bike to balance pull one leg back with flexion at the knee joint gently behind towards the glute.
- gently return to the standing position and repeat with the over leg.
	1023651: 5
	84520: 4
	145620: 3
	8465123: 1
	Exercise nameRow18465: elevated standing single leg hamstring stretch
	Exercise nameRow2894654120: squat to overhead swing
	Exercise nameRow365120: standing quadricep stretch
	Exercise nameRow498652301: STANDING DYNAMIC PECTORAL STRETCH
	Exercise nameRow584512: DELTOIDS STRETCH
	Exercise nameRow689461502: tricep stretch
	RepsTime heldRow18561320: 10 sec
on each leg.
	RepsTime heldRow27465130: 10 reps
	RepsTime heldRow384561230: 10 sec each leg
	DynamicstaticRow19864541320: static
	Teaching PointsRow18456120: Stand tall, head and up and look forward.
Keep feet flat on the plates.
Keep hips, knees and ankles in line.
Keep the knees and elbows soft.
	EquipmentRow168541320: cross trainer
	IntensityRPE12 mins 23 min846520s 34 mins 45 mins: 1
	IntensityRPE12 mins 8456123023 mins 34 mins 45 mins_2: 2
	IntensityRPE125412065132 mins 23 mins 34 mins 45 mins_3: 3
	IntensityRPE12 m8451230ins 23 mins 34 mins 45 mins_4: 4
	DynamicstaticRow2896451320: dynamic
	Teaching PointsRow289645120: Stand in athletic stance (feet are shoulder-width apart; knees are slightly bent), keep hands close to the body in front of you
Flex hips until knees are at 90˚ and raise arms over your head; keep weight on the heels of the feet and arms wide over your head
Extend hips until you are standing and lower arms to starting position
Repeat
	DynamicstaticRow389654320: static
	Teaching PointsRow3653210: - insure feet are pointing forward.
- stand upright with neutral spine
- use bike to balance pull one leg back with flexion at the knee joint gently behind towards the glute.
- gently return to the standing position and repeat with the over leg.
	Teaching PointsRow489645320: -Standing upright with feet hip width apart and pull arms back into a push up position.
-Push the arms forward and let the thoracic spine round slightly.
-Repeat the movement varying the retraction angle
	Teaching PointsRow5946+15302: -standing upright, maintaining a neutral spine.
-Take the arm over to the other side of the body, holding on to the upper arm.
-Hold the stretch for 10 secs, shake arms out lightly for 10 secs and reeat on other arm.
	Teaching PointsRow6+*96523: -standing upright, maintaining a neutral spine.
- reach hand over head with flexion at elbow joint reach towards mid upper back.
- with opposite hand gently push back the flexed elbow
- repeat process on the other arm
	DynamicstaticRow684516320: static
	DynamicstaticRow5865120: static
	DynamicstaticRow4896451320: dynamic
	RepsTime heldRow498/6451230: 10 reps
	RepsTime heldRow584561230: 10 sec each arm
	RepsTime heldRow68651320: 10 sec each arm
	EquipmentRow1_28465120: intervals- rower
	TimeRow1651320: 40 sec on
20 sec rest
x 15
=15 minutes
	IntensityRPERow1747120: RPE 7- 40 sec on/ RPE 4- 20 sec rest
	TimeRow284651320: 
	IntensityRPERow29865120: 
	TimeRow3986451230: 
	IntensityRPERow384651: 
	TimeRow49865230: 
	IntensityRPERow4564120: 
	TimeRow5986451320: 
	IntensityRPERow5856230: 
	TimeRow6896520: 
	IntensityRPERow69/8651230: 
	TimeRow7986453126512: 
	IntensityRPERow79864541230: 
	Teaching PointsRow1_286451320: - insure feet are pointing forward.
- standing upright  elevate a single straight leg oon to lowest part of the bike.
- insure upright netral spine.
- tilt forward from the hip joint and lean forward with chest towards knee gently whilst maintaing the neutral spine position.
- gently rise and repeat process on the other leg
	Training ApproachExercisesRow174512: tri sets-  rope tricep OH extension +   
	Rest timeRow1845120: rest 2 mins
	SetsRepsRow1856120: 3 x 12 reps
	Training ApproachExercisesRow28653120: tricep pushdown +
	Training ApproachExercisesRow384561230: tricep  dips
	Training ApproachExercisesRow4986451320: drop sets-  Leg Extension
	Training ApproachExercisesRow5754210: 
	Rest timeRow58561230: x 3 overall sets
	Rest timeRow4849651320: 
2 min rest between sets
	Rest timeRow389465210: 
	Rest timeRow298651320: 
	SetsRepsRow2865120: 
	SetsRepsRow398+652103: 
	SetsRepsRow4845120: 1st set 80% - to failure
2nd set drop weight work to failure

	ExerciseEquipmenttraining systemRow84651231: commando planks
	Rest timeRow165152: rest 30 seconds
	SetsRepsRow1+984561: sets 3 x 45 seconds
	Teaching PointsRow18651230: Start off in a standard plank position, forearms shoulder-width apart on your mat, and balls of your feet hip-width apart respectively.
Engage your core. Keep your head neutral (pretend you’re holding an orange between your chin and the top of your chest) and squeeze your glutes.

	ExerciseEquipmenttraining systemRow745165102: 
	Rest timeRow25641320: 
	SetsRepsRow2651320: 
	Teaching PointsRow265132: Push up onto your right hand, until that arm is straight, followed by the left arm to come into a high plank position.
Lower back down to your starting position on your right arm, followed by your left. Keep your spine neutral and your core tight to prevent from rocking from side to side throughout.
	EquipmentRow165320: UPRIGHT BIKE
	IntensityRPE12 mins 23 mins 34 984651320mins 45 mins: 5
	Teaching PointsRow1_25412020: - insure seat is at hip level.
- insure feet are secure within pedal straps and remain so whilst pedals are in motion
- insure seated upright with neutral spine posture.
- insure core is engaged.
- rotate pedals in a pushing motion left to right foot, pushing with ball of foot.
	IntensityRPE12 mins 23 mins 86510616065134 mins 45 mins_2: 4
	IntensityRPE12 mins 23 min15906950419541s 34 mins 45 mins_3: 3
	IntensityRPE12 min6501456916s 23 mins 34 mins 45 mins_4: 2-1
	Muscle groupsRow10165651: Lying hamstring stretch.
	Time heldRow16540196011: 30 sec
	Developmental maintenanceRow1264018951: developmental
	Teaching PointsRow432105158471: Lay down on an exercise matt facing the ceiling. ush a heel towards the ceiling with the other leg bent with foot resting flat on the floor. One hnd behind back of extended upper leg and other hand behind the extended leg calfe and gently bring the knee towards the chest until the stretch on the hamstring feels uncomfortablefor 10 sec, then alittle more for 10 sec, then a little more for the final 10sec.
	Muscle groupsRow216505: Abdominal stretch
	Time heldRow206261: 10 sec
	Developmental maintenanceRow251056046: maintenance
	Teaching PointsRow51654016540: lay down facing the floor, raise torso of the floor resting on straight arms positioned under the shoulders.
	Muscle groupsRow35061619: standing pectorial stretch
	Time heldRow340190911: 30 sec
	Developmental maintenanceRow39629659695: developmental
	Teaching PointsRow6321051061+510: pull elbows back mid chest level to stretch open the chest cavity, gently hold for 10 sec, a little more for a further 10 sec, then back as much as possible for the final 10 sec.
	Muscle groupsRow4+325+66+2: standing quadriceps stretches
	Time heldRow43210610965: 10 sec
	Developmental maintenanceRow4986532856492: maintenance
	Teaching PointsRow7689+200651041: - insure feet are pointing forward.
- stand upright with neutral spine
- use bike to balance pull one leg back with flexion at the knee joint gently behind towards the glute.
- gently return to the standing position and repeat with the over leg.
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